INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING: HUMAN FACTORS AND HEALTH SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, MS

PEOPLE

PROFESSORS
Laura Albert (Chair)
Oguzhan Alagoz
John D. Lee
Jeffrey Linderoth
Kaibo Liu
James Luedtke
Ranjana Mehta
Robert Radwin
Raj Veeramani

Doug Wiegmamn
Shiyu Zhou

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS
Alberto Del Pia

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
Dan Li
Tony McDonald
Carla Michini
Yonatan Mintz
Hantang Qin
Andi Wang
Qiaomin Xie
Gabriel Zayas-Caban

TEACHING PROFESSORS
Amanda Smith

TEACHING FACULTY
Hannah Silber
Sinan Tas
Tina Xu

LECTURERS
Terry Mann

UNDERGRADUATE ADVISORS
Michele Crandell
Missy Moreau

Jamie Utphall

GRADUATE PROGRAM COORDINATOR
Pam Peterson

See also Industrial and Systems Engineering Faculty Directory (http://directory. engr.wisc.edu/ie/faculty/).